
Celebrity couple Jennifer Lopez and
Ben Affleck got married this week-
end in Las Vegas, 18 years after

their first romance failed, court records
showed. The couple tied the knot
Saturday, according to a marriage
license they filed in Clark County,
Nevada, that was seen by AFP. It lists
the parties to the nuptials as Affleck,
Benjamin Geza and Lopez, Jennifer and

gives the latter’s “new name” as Affleck,
Jennifer. The pair-he is 49 and she is 52
— first met on the set of the widely
panned movie “Gigli” in 2002.

They became a media sensation as
they dated but postponed their planned
2003 nuptials, then announced their rela-
tionship was over in early 2004.
“Bennifer”-the couple’s public nickname
from their first highly publicized relation-

ship-set the internet alight last year when
photos of them together again began cir-
culating. Lopez and Affleck announced
their engagement in April. Lopez posted
a video of herself appearing emotional
and admiring a green ring in her newslet-
ter, “On The JLo.” US media reported
that the ring was an emerald-cut pale
green diamond.

This is the fourth marriage for Lopez
and the second for Affleck. Lopez dis-
cussed her renewed relationship with
Affleck in an interview with People in
February. “It’s a beautiful love story that
we got a second chance,” she said.
Lopez was previously married to actor
Ojani Noa, dancer Cris Judd and singer
Marc Anthony, with whom she shares 14-
year-old twins Max and Emme.

Affleck was married to actress Jennifer
Garner and they are the parents of Violet,
16, Seraphina, 13, and Samuel, 10. The
gossip news outlet TMZ said the couple
have been “seemingly inseparable” since
they got back together, shopping together
for a house and sometimes bringing their
kids along. TMS said that last month
Lopez’s car was seen outside a huge
mansion in Beverly Hills, with several
moving trucks outside it and also at each
of their current homes. Of the wedding,
TMZ put it this way: “They did it like a
couple of kids looking to elope, saying “I
do” out in the desert.”—AFP

Buckle up for 
climactic finale,
says author of
manga ‘One Piece’

Secrets will be revealed as the
mega-hit Japanese manga series
“One Piece” enters its final chapter,

its author said on Monday, telling fans to
get ready for a wild ride. Eiichiro Oda
posted an enigmatic online message
promising a climactic crescendo to the
25-year saga, which has sold 490 million
copies worldwide. He also assured those
who hadn’t been following along for the
better part of three decades that they
could jump in at the final chapter and still
keep up. The manga, which follows the
adventures of the swashbuckling pirate
Monkey D Luffy, has captivated millions
of fans worldwide as its characters hunt
for One Piece, the treasure coveted by all
pirates.

“I will start presenting all the secrets of
this world that I have kept hidden,” Oda

said in a hand-written message posted to
Twitter. “It will be fun. Please fasten your
seat belt.” “One Piece” first appeared in
manga form in Japan in 1997, with an
animated TV series following two years
later. Since then, the franchise has
become a global cultural phenomenon,
and Oda holds the Guinness World
Record for “most copies published for the
same comic book series by a single
author”.

Last year, the 1,000th episode of the
TV series was released, with special
screenings in the United States and
France-the world’s biggest manga and
anime market after Japan. A live-action
adaptation by Netflix is also in the works,
with fans speculating it could catapult the
franchise to global household name sta-
tus, on par with “Star Wars” or “Harry
Potter”. In the online message, Oda said
he was getting ready to resume the
weekly publication of his work after taking
a month-long break to prepare for the
final chapter. “Well, I am coming close to
ending my prep work... It has taken me
25 years,” he wrote. “But it’s OK to start
reading from here. Because... ONE
PIECE starts from here (LOL!!).”—AFP 
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In this file photo US actress Jennifer Lopez and actor Ben Affleck arrive for a special screening of
“Marry Me” at the Directors Guild of America (DGA) in Los Angeles.-AFP 

‘Thor’ rules again
at North American
box office

Marvel’s latest superhero fl ick
“Thor: Love and Thunder” pound-
ed opponents for a second

straight week to top the North American
box office with an estimated $46 million
haul, industry watcher Exhibitor
Relations reported Sunday. The comedic
follow-up to 2017’s “Thor: Ragnarok”
stars a muscle-clad, self-parodying Chris
Hemsworth as the space viking who
wields the mallet Mjolnir, but also finds
himself pining for his ex-girlfriend Jane
Foster (Natalie Portman), whose help he
enlists to battle god butcher Gorr
(Christian Bale).

The take was down sharply from its
$144 million debut last weekend, but
Thor still easily beat out “Minions: The
Rise of Gru,” which scored second spot
for the second straight week after a
phenomenal opening weekend over the
July 4th holiday. The latest goofy install-

ment in Universal’s animated
“Despicable Me” franchise about the
reformed super-villain Gru and his yel-
low Minions took in $26 million in the
Friday-to-Sunday period.

Third place went to “Where the
Crawdads Sing,” the adaptation of Delia
Owens’ novel about an abandoned girl
who grows up in marshland of 1950s
and 60s North Carolina and, at a murder
trial years later, looks back on that rough
and violent upbringing. The take was
$17 million. “This is a very good opening
for a movie that combines young adult
romance and suspense crime drama.
Where the Crawdads Sing’s weekend
number is above average, in spite of
weak reviews,” said analyst David A.
Gross of Franchise Entertainment

Research.
“These films have never been strong

overseas, and that will be the case here
as well,” he added. Dropping from third
to fourth was Paramount’s “Top Gun:
Maverick,” the crowd-pleasing sequel to
the original 1986 film that once again
features Tom Cruise as cocky US Navy
test pilot Pete “Maverick” Mitchell.

The fighter ace feature, in its eighth
week in theaters, has now grossed $618
million worldwide. Baz Luhrmann’s
music biopic “Elvis”-starring Austin
Butler as the King alongside Tom Hanks
as his exploitative manager, Colonel
Tom Parker-slipped one spot to fifth in
the Warner Bros film’s fourth weekend of
release, at $7.6 million. Another movie
making its debut-Paramount’s animated
comedy “Paws of Fury: The Legend of
Hank”-scored a haul of $6.3 million for
sixth place. It tells the tale of a hapless
dog who is assigned to protect a village
of cats.

Completing the top 10 were:
“The Black Phone” ($5.3 million)
“Jurassic World: Dominion” ($4.95
million)
“Mrs Harris goes to Paris” ($1.9 million)
“Lightyear” ($1.3 million)—AFP 

Spanish customs
seize Picasso sketch
at Ibiza airport

Spanish customs agents seized a
Picasso sketch worth over 450,000
euros from a passenger who

arrived at Ibiza airport without declaring
the artwork, Spain’s customs office said
Monday. Agents found the 1966 sketch,
dubbed “Trois personnages”, on July 5 in
the suitcase of a man who arrived in the
holiday island on a flight from Zurich, the
office said in a statement.

The passenger said the artwork was a
simple copy and presented the agents
with a handwritten receipt of 1,500 Swiss
francs (1,515 euros) which he said he
had paid for the sketch. But customs
agents found another receipt in the bot-
tom of his suitcase from a Zurich art
gallery for 450,000 Swiss francs
(454,000 euros) with a reference to a
work by Pablo Picasso called “Trois per-
sonnages”.

According to a preliminary analysis
carried out by art experts, the sketch is
indeed a work by the Spanish painter
and “the price charged by the gallery is
in line with the market price,” the state-
ment said. This first assessment will
have to be confirmed by a “more
exhaustive” analysis using “advanced
techniques”, it added.—AFP

The passenger faces possible charges
of smuggling for failing to declare an
object of value when he entered Spain.
The customs office said they had singled
him out for questioning after receiving a
tip from their Swiss counterparts that he
was transporting a piece of art in “suspi-
cious” conditions. Considered to be one
of most famous artists of the 20th century,
Picasso spent the bulk of his long life in
France, dying there in 1973.— AFP

From the debris of
shattered Ukraine,
the healing 
song of children

Music teacher Oksana Shevchenko
sits near a small pile of twisted
metal and cement, the only break

in a flat expanse of desolate, empty ter-
rain. It is all that is left of the music school
where she worked for 30 years, pulver-
ized when the Russian army took over her
home town of Borodianka, an hour’s drive
northwest of Ukraine’s capital, Kyiv. “Look,
just burned down wasteland,” the 53-year-
old says, visibly angry. “Soil and nothing
else in this place of culture, where chil-
dren used to study... This is the extermi-
nation of culture and Ukrainians by
Russian occupiers.”

Borodianka, a town of 14,000 before
the February 24 invasion, is the most bat-
tered of the towns encircling Kyiv, bearing
the profound scars of Moscow’s failed
attempt to take the Ukrainian capital. Its
main street is a shocking testament to the
devastation visited upon its people, with
buildings reduced to rubble almost every
step of the way.

According to town hall officials, 12
apartment blocks were leveled and 24
damaged. More than 400 houses were hit.
With every administrative building
destroyed by war, institutions like the
police, prosecutor’s office, post office and
mayoralty are now forced to share one
building-a school that escaped the
onslaught.

‘Sense of oppression’ 
Shevchenko holds her music lessons

here too, for the children who returned
after Borodianka was wrested back from
Russian occupation on April 1. “We find
each other and create. And it was painful
when it was taken from us,” says
Shevchenko, now in a small classroom
crammed with musical instruments, chairs,
benches and boxes. “It also adds up to the
stress when you lose your favorite profes-
sion and children lose their favorite activi-
ties. It creates a sense of oppression.”

The music school has benefited from
donations from NGOs and people helping
from home and abroad. A metal band
recently donated musical instruments
including a keyboard, drums and a guitar.
“There are children that want to go back.
They are returning, teachers too. So by
ourselves, and with help from charities and
kind people, we have started to renew our
supplies,” says Shevchenko.

Inside the cramped classroom, 15-year-
old Diana Kovun hits all the right notes,
her singing voice imbued with the confi-
dence of a virtuoso. She left Borodianka
the first day of the war but has since
returned. “Before, I used to think whether I
should go abroad to work or to study. Now
I’m sure that I want to secure my future
and get my education here in Ukraine. I
want to live here,” she says.

Guitar teacher Tetyana Kryvosheyenko
is also back giving lessons. Lip trembling
as she holds back tears, she recounts her
escape from Borodianka. “We had to
make it out on foot, in circles, so as not to
encounter Russians. —AFP

A400-year-old iconic mosque in
Iran’s central city of Isfahan listed
as a UN World Heritage Site has

been damaged during restoration work,
officials said Monday. The 17th century
Shah Mosque, also known as the Royal
Mosque, was built during the “golden
age” of Isfahan, the capital during Safavid
dynasty. “Supervisors and restorers real-
ized there was damage, especially in the
upper part of the dome,” said Alireza
Izadi, head of the heritage for the city,
according to state media.

The mosque forms one of four dramat-
ic buildings in the vast Naghsh-e Jahan
Square in the heart of the city, also
known as Meidan Imam. The square
complex was listed by the UN cultural
organization UNESCO as a World
Heritage Site in 1979.

UNESCO says the mosque is of “par-

ticular interest”, and “remains the most
celebrated example of the colorful archi-
tecture which reached its high point in
Iran under the Safavid dynasty”. Experts
quoted in Iranian media said the designs
of flowers on the restored tiles do not
match each other, and the patterns on
the dome are not aligned.

“We are going to replace the dome
tiles, because the weight of the scaffold-
ing has damaged their edge,” Izadi told
the official IRNA news agency. The
restorer of the project, Mehdi Pakdel, told
state television he had acknowledged
“mistakes” had been made, while noting
that his “work was not yet finished”.

Pakdel said problems with the scaf-
folding used during restoration work, as
well as the challenges of working high on
the dome up to a height of 54 meters
(177 feet) were “among the causes” of

the mistakes. “The contractor of the proj-
ect, who is one of the veterans of restora-
tion in Isfahan, has said he is ready to
take the necessary measures to repair
the defects as soon as possible,” Izadi

added. Isfahan, the third biggest city in
Iran, is one of the key tourist destinations
in the country.—AFP

Iran’s UNESCO-listed Isfahan
mosque damaged in restoration

In this file photo boys play with a ball in the garden at the historic Naqsh-e Jahan Square, as
the Safavid-built Abbasi Great Mosque (Shah Mosque, completed in 1629) is seen in the back-
ground, in Iran’s central city of Isfahan. — AFP 


